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Searcli & Screen

Students protest Senate's rep ban
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
and Tt.:n Lasser
Northeastern Illinois University students have lodged a
formal complaint with the
Student Supreme Court pro·
testing a defeated motion at

the Monday Senate meeting.
The Senate voted down the
scheduling of an at-large
election to fill three full-time
student vacancies . on the
Presidential Selection Commit·

tee.
Senators opposing the elec•
tion scheduling argued that
students would have a limited
representation on the committee with a minimal three
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Senate protests S & S;
grad resolution · fails
by Robert J. Kosinski
In an emotion-charged meeting on Monday, March 8, the
Student Senate of Northeastern decided to reject the
guidelines set by the Board of
Governors for the setting up of
a Search and Screen Committee fo r the selectio n of a
.University President and not
hold-the special election for the
three student positions on the
proposed committee.
The meeting was the first
chaired by newly-elected President Robert L. McDonald.
The major objections to the .
BOG guidelines were that only ·
three student positions were
being allowed (faculty were
allowed five, not counting the
chairperson), the senate was
not given the authority of the
selection of the students as has
been customary in most other
search and screen processes
( the senate was told to
organize an at-large election
from the entire student body),
and the apparent lack of any
authority of the committee
itself (the decision of selection
of a president will ultimately
be made by three appointed
members of the BOG.)
Some senate members, par·
ticularly Tom Lasser and
vice-pesident Ron Rt.t-in. proposed that a protc::st should be
made to the B0G, but said
that there should be a special
election on March 23 aud 24 to
elect three members to the
committee to student represen· ·
tation would not totally be
foregone if a protest failed.
Others argued that a protest
would be more effective if the
senate refused to hold the
election.
After two votes, the senate
·decided against an election.
Names of the student representatives are to be relayed to
the BOG by March 25: (See
above story).
In other significant action,
the senate voted down a
[cont'd on page 3) .

President Robert McDonald chairs his first Senate meeting as
calm discussion turns into fiery debate. [Photo by Carol Jean]

member delegation versus five
faculty representatives. It was
also their conviction that the
final presidential selection po·
wer rests with the Board of
Governors and questioned the
effectiveness of the said com·
mittee.
Following a lengthy discus·
sion, the Senate voted against
the election process and moved
to compose and submit a letter
to the Board of Governors
stating their discontent with
the selection policies and
procedure.
Students are requesting the
Supreme Court, in wake of the
Student Senate refusal, that a
committee, under the Court's
jurisdiction, be appointed to
conduct the at-large election.
Since the Board of Gover·
nors have instructed that an
election must be held, the

students . feel that they have
the constitutional right to elect
these three students to the
selection committee.
Students presenting the ap·
peal believe that the failure to
schedule an election violates
students rights to vote and be
represented. Failure to meet
the Board of Governors resolu·
tion only serves to eliminate
any student input on the
committee.
Furthermore, the students
believe, the Student Senate
does not have the authority to
strip the students of their
rights by refusing to conduct
an election.
The case appeal of Students
vs. the Student Senate has
been scheduled and will be
heard on March 15 in the
Commuter Center Student
Union Building.

'Senate erred'
says student
For Print to all concerned students:
It has recently come to my attention that the Student Senate
has -voted against having three students-at-large participate on
the committee in connection with the employing of a new
president.
I had wished to "run" for this position, and now, can not.
But this is not the issue here. The issue is that the Student
Senate is to be a representation of all eligible voters of
Northeastern. Therefore, they should be happy to hold an election
for concerned students who are interested in any form of activity
outside the Student Senate.
Not to be represented in any way, is unfair.
-If the Senate is sending their own three-person committee,
legally or illegally, then, somehow, we are represented.
I believe that the Student Senate works for us in ways that
many students are unaware of, but because of this position taken,
I am aware of one way which it is not.
Thank you now and sincerely,
Kathy Konopasck

Lasser loses again

Court favors Welt
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
A unanimous decision was
reached by the Student Su·
preme Court, Monday, regard·
ing the case of Welt versus
Berg, Lasser.
The decision of the Court,
favoring Senators Jack Welt
and Robert Gerowitz, upheld
the charges that during the
January 26 Senate meeting,
the presiding Senate chairman,
Vice-president Mary Berg,
violated the rights of Senator
Welt by ruling his discussion
on student election procedures
out of order. The motion was
reintroduced at the meeting by
Senator Gerowitz after Presi•
dent Tom Lasser, arriving late,
assumed his duties as chairman. President Lasser also
ruled the motion out of order.
During the Senate meeting,
scheduled the evening prior to
the Senate Officer Elections,
Senators Welt and Gerowitz
recommended that, in the

election of officers, the voters
be given a yes/ no option (or
candidates running unopposed.
(i.e. secretarial position)
President Lasser ruled the
motion down not because of
the issue at hand, but due to
the time that it was introduced
before the Senate. Lasser
argued that "if Mr. Welt was
so concerned with our electoral
procedures, he should have
proposed chiirges before the
electoral process began, and
not after t~e process was
already being conducted."
It was the interpretation of
the Supreme Court that, as
stated in the Student Senate
Constitution/ By Laws under
Article II, Section 1: "It (the
Senate) shall discuss and pass
legislation pertinent to the
StudeQt Comm~nity."
Also, Amendment 6, Section
2 states that: " Specifically a
SPnat.or/ Officer has the duty
to discuss and pass legislation

•
ID

ruling

pertinent to the Student
Senate."
The final decision, however,
was based on the procedures of
Robert's Rule of Order which
stipulate that the chairman
does not have the sole
authority to call a point of
order and rule recognized
discussion out of order. A
point of order must first be
introduced by a member of the
floor at which time the chair
then has the right to decide a

ruling.
The Supreme Court ruled
that Vice-President Berg was
not justified in making a
unilateral decision as did
President Lasser.
Following the Supreme
Court ruling, Tom Lasser,
currently serving as the newly
elected Senate Treasurer com·
mented that he has no
intentions of appealing the
Court's decision to President
Mullen.

•

Icemen Lose
- Story on page 8
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\l
UPON REQUEST, the following speech is being printed
in the interest of the student
body. The issue stated at the
meeting was in regard to the
soliciting tactics used by
Senator Jacobo Szapiro in an
attempt to get signatures on a
petition and obtain the cooperation of the Senate in reversing their decision on graduation policy.
"I think that it is appropriate at this time for the Student
Senate to know and acknowledge certain facts relating_ to
this issue. A't the last two
Senate meetings , Senator Szapiro has been trying to get this
so-called resolution thru. The
first time, it was received by
the Senate late, and the
decision was made to carry . it
over to the next meeting. At
the next meeting , it was
resoundingly rejected by a
5-12-2 decision. Ever since that
meeting, Senator Szapiro has
continually and deliberately
used overbearing anc coercive
tactics, i.e . intimidation,
threats, and coercion in threatening to various Senators who
had voted against his resoundingly defeated resolution that
he would cause them to be
recalled unless they would
reintroduce or vote for said
resolution . These kinds of
tactics are reprehensible nor
should any senator be permitted to use such tactics to
influence votes.
When questioned, he stated
that he was using this method
to get back at the " 7" because he was continually
having his propsals turned
down. Senator Szapiro should
be made to 'realize the fact that
he is not a dictator. nor that he
can influence the minds and
actions of the majority by any
such tactics. Considering that
only 8 senators have responded to the newspaper article, ·
and since only some 600 have
supposedly signed the petition
and since there are 10,000
students enrolled, I firmly

Ava Stein

believe the student population
has a negative view towards
such a resolution. The senate
has already soundly defeated
the resolution.
I call upon my fellow
Senators to reject this socalled already defeated resolution, and further , I submit
that this Senate should be
appropriate resolution and
action make it clean and a
matter of record that the said
actions and coercive threatening and intimidating tactics of
Senator Szapiro which are now
brought to the attention of the
full Senate are deplored and
condemned by this Senate, and
that Senator Szapiro be censured accordingly.
I , therefore. an firmly opposed to the resolution.
Ava Stein
Senator

TO ALL STUDENTS:
On Monday, March 8, the
Student Senate of Northeastern Illinol; University voted
down a motion that would
have permitted the Students of
U.N.I. a voice in the selection
of their next president. By a
vote of 12-13 the Senate
refused to. hold an election to
place three sudent representatives on the newly created
Presidential Selection University Committee. Although the
Senate rationalized their decision by mentioning the limited

Writers/R epo·rters
Needed
Excellent opportunity for
students interested in pursuing a career in journalism or in the field of communications.
Proofreading, mark-up, and typing
positions also available.
APPLY PRINT OFFICE
(E-21·4)

Office Hours:
Monday-Thursday 8-9, Friday 8-5

student representation on · the
Committee and the questionable role of this committee in
the selection process , their
actions seem anything but
consistent with their concern.
By denying the students an
opportunity to serve on the
Search and Screen Committee
they are perpetuating a greater
crime agair;s t the students
than the Board of Governors
decision which they take
exception with. Their motion
precludes the chance of any
student input on their committee. It appears to me that the
Senate's decision will result in
a greater injustice being done
to the students than
was the
\
original situation it was designed to combat.
If t he decis ion of the
Student Senate stands the
students of U.N.I. will not
have three votes on a committee with questionable power,
but rather will have no
representation on a committee
that might be able to ascertain
a degree of power from the
Board of Governors. To reject
the 8.O.G. directive and insist
on more representation before
we will ·even participate in the
Committees' creation is an act
of irresponsibility on the part
of the Senate. The most
appropriate course of action
would be to proceed with the
election of three students to
the committee, thus ensuring
participation on the part of
students, and then to work
with other members of the
committ,ee in aii effort ,to gain,
more representation. .
It is because Of t ·the .'actions
of the Senate, which completely disregard the rights and
priveleges of students on this
campus, that a case has been
brought to the ·student Supreme Court, to ensure us that
an election takes place and
that students will be represented on the Presidential
.Selection University Commit·tee.
The time has come for the
! students of U.N.I . to tell the
· Student Senate that we do
have views on matters of
importance and that · they are
ultimate!, accountable to us.
They cannot, without our ·
consent, disregard our rights
of representation and voting.
To ensure that these people are
held accountable I urge each
and every student.' concerned
with his/ her rights to attend

the Supreme Court meeting on opportunity to assess the
Monday, March 15, . and to progress they . are making and
stop by the Senate office, to benefit from suggestions the
E-205S and make their feelings counselors can give them to
help remedy possible weakon this subject ·known.
Ron Stein nesses revealed from their
Vice President · performances to date . The
Student Senate receptionist in 8-115 can assist
them in finding a convenient
time.
The counselors are also very
much · interested in checking
Mr. Kosinski:
As a member of C.S.C.S.,
with those students they have
I would like to express our already seen to ascertain how
club's appreciation for Mr: the plans they made are
Tafelski's article in Feb. 27 working out. Therefore, stuissue of PRINT (page 3), but dents in this group are urged
there is one slight correction. to arrange for a follow-up
We are not College Students conference at their first opporfor Student Services (CSSS), tunity.
as stated in the article. We are
Miss McCreery, Coordihator
Cdllege Students for Children's of Academic Advisement, reServices (CSCS ).
ports that approximately 288
Again, I would like to thank students are on academic
you for the printing of the probation this trimester, primarily as a result of grades
article.
I only wanted to bring this earned in the fall trimester. Of
correction to your attention.
these, around 154 are fresh· Thank you very much men, or approximately 18% of
Dawn Prinz an entering class which numMember of CSCS bered 846. The counselors are
particularly interested in working with this group since their
Now that mid-terms are probationary status is freabout over, those students on quently the result of becoming
academic probation who have adjusted to college life. This is
not yet reported to the an area in which the counselors
University Counseling Center are well equipped to give
are strongly urged to arrange a assistance, so these students
conference as soon as possible are particularly urged to stop
with the counselors who wrote by the University Counseling
to them offering their services Center, 8-115, and _have the
in helping them to return their receptionist set up a converecords to good standing. This nient time for them to see their
will give these students an counselor.

•••••
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"The pot culture's answer to Ralph Nader'

Keith Stroup speaks at UNI
by Charles J. Freiman
changing attitudes as well as
On Tuesday, March 9, Keith laws on this subject." (Senator
Stroup, Director of the Nation• Jacob Javits D-N.Y.)
al Organization for the Reform
Mr. Stroup was well receivof Marijuana Laws [NORML) ed by the audience and he
spoke in CC 271. Who is Keith made several points, such as
Stroup? The New York Times ". . .the removal of all criminal
said "Keith Stroup emerges as penalties for the private pos•
one of the more colorful figures session and use of Marijuana
on the Washington scene, an has been recommended by The
outlaw lobbyist, a turned on National Commission on MariNader, seeking to serve as an juana & Drug Abuse, The
emissary between two hostile American Bar Association,
cultures." and NORML? " . .. Consumers Union, Consumer
the group that has lobbied Reports . .. National Council of
most effectively for the rights Churches . . .National Educaof dope smokers ... " (Rolling tional Association, B 'nai
Stone), " . . .the pot culture's B'rith ... John Finlator, retired
answer to Ralph Nader. . ." , Deputy _Director, U.S. Bureau
(San Francisco Examiner), " I '. of Narcotics and Dangerous
wish to acknowledge once \Drugs. . .even Art Linkletter
again the extraordinary work iand Ann Landers! "
of the National Organiztaion 1 In regards to arrests,. Mr.
for the Reform of Marijuana Stroup stated that ". • .
Laws .. .and its able executive 11,527,989 persons have bE)en
director, Mr. Keith Stroup. arrested for Marijuana related
His efforts combined with the :offenses since 1970... 69.4% of
dedicated work of hundreds of all drug arrests in 1974 were
interested citizens in States for Marijuana. . .8600 million
throughout the country have in law enforcement resources is
had a significant impact in 1>pent annually on Marijuana
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Senator Jacobobo raises a couple of points.

·Senate

[cont'd from page 1)

reintroduction of Senator Jacob Szapiro's resolution for "a
more meaningful graduation"
by Senator Julie Prorok.
The resolution mainly calls
for the procuring of a "name"
speaker for the ceremony, a
greater participation of the
university president, and a
greater care and recognition
given to the conferring of I he
degrees.
Szapiro presenk-: ,,ehri· t,he
senate, a petition which he
said contained over six hundred signatures of students in
favor of his resolution but was
surprised by a lengthy statement made by Senator Ava
Stein charging him with
attempts at intimidation of
senators by threatening to
recall those senators who
voted against the resolution.
(See letters, page 2).
Szapiro challenge,d Stein but
the charges were supported by
Senator Robert Kosinski.
In reference to the resolution
itself, Senator James Payette
explained that the reasons for
the senate voting down the

f
I

KEITH STROUP, DIRECTOR OF NORML, emphasizes a point
about the decriminalization of Marijuana. [Photo by Robert L.
Trahan)
led , black market. With a
thus, better serve their comblack market, there is no way
munity . .. The relationship
to impose age, strength or
between the _ youth in the
quality controls."
community and the police has
The Oregon Experiment was
improved substantially. . .It
refered to by Mr. Stroup ,
has removed from the docket
(Oregon decriminalized Mariapproximately one-third of the
juana in October '73) ". . .Aftotal number of cases awaiting
ter one year, Mr. Pat Horton,
trial. "
DA for Lane C9unty, Oregon,
At the end of the presentasaid 'Decriminalization has, in
tion 2 movies were shown,
fact, prioritized police work
including an abbreviated verinto areas of violent crime and
sion of Reefer Madness. For
crime against property. . .
more information about MariCurrently law enforcement
juana and NORML , wri te
officers spend more time in the
NORML, 2317 M Street, N .
area of violent crimes and,
W., Washington, D.C. 20037. ·

Forensics Tournament

,·

f-

'

arrests, dollars that could be
applied to the control of
serious crime."
According to the National
surveys by the Drug Abuse
Council and the National
Institute on Drug Abuse
(1975), 30 million Americans,
19% of the adult population,
have tried Marijuana once. 13
million Americans, 8% of the
adult population smoke Marijuana on a regular basis. Of
the age group 18-25, 53% have
tr_ied marijuana and 25% are
regular users . 61 % of all
college students have tried
Marijuana and 33% are regular
users.
Mr. Stroup noted that
" . . . a nationwide survey, released by the National Institute on Drug Abuse, H.E.W. ,
in October 1975 found that
86% of the American adults
now oppose the imposition of
any jail penalty for minor
Marijuana offenses, 52% favor
the adoption of a legal market
in order to exercise control
over the currently uncontrol-

resolution in the first instance
were not because of personal
reasons as Szapiro had stated
but because the senate objected to the unnecessary wording
in it which called for mandating the president for his
participation. He said that
Szapiro would not compromise
on suggestions for changes.
The graduation resolution
failed once again.
A referendum for the senateapproved $2 Day Care donation has been set for March 23
and 24 (Print urges you to
vote in favor of this proposal
- Ed. )
Finally, the Young Democrats and the Copcer~ed
Students of the West_ Side
Community Teacher Ed~tion Center were approved as
temporary chartered organizations while the Latin American
Students Organization was
denied because of an alleged
duplication of purpose with the
Spanish Club.
The next Student Senate
meeting will be Monday,
March 22 at 7 pm.

UNI walks away with victories
an eventual 4th place stateThe Illinois State Forensics
wide ranking in this event.
Association held its annual
Meanwhile, Ann Smulski
champion<ihip tournament at was making her college interthe campus of Illinois State scholastic competitive speech
University in Normal, Illinois debut with her portrayal of
this year on March 4-7, and Anais Nim 's "Birth" in the
UNI's Individual Events team prose interpretation event.
came away with several deci- Having never before entered
sive victories. This tournament tournament competition, Ann
determines state champions in nevertheless took two first
novice and varsity debate, as place rankings and received
well as the top speakers in the consistent ratings of superior
individual events of poetry and performance throughout the
prose interpretation, oratory, four-day conference. Those
dramatic duo, and extempora- kinds of scores were good
neous and after-dinner speak- enough to easily clinch the
ing. In the past, Northeastern sixth place title in state-wide
has consistently sent winning competition.
teams to this most important
Both Ann and Debbie
tournament; Donna Hacker in Johnson, through their perextemp. speaking, and Ms. formance in this tournament,
Hacker, Lori Stefani, Ted have qualified themselves for
Demos and Dennis Mcsweeney in intercollegiate debate
have all placed in the state
championship~ in' recent years.
This year's team, consisting of
Deborah Johnson, Karen
Mueller, and Ann Smulski was
no exception and proudly
carried on UNI's winning
tradition.
Karen and Deborah were
entered in the oral interpreta•
tion of poetry event; Karen
performed a selection of poems
on women and their role in life,
and Deborah presented several
works depicting the status of
the black woman and mother.
In addition, Deborah was
entered in the oratorical speak·
ing event, and offered a
dynamic speech concerning the
topic of child abuse. Out of a
total of nine ballots, Deborah
was justifiably rewarde<i to
earn five superior ratings, as
well as two first and two
second place rankings. Her
imprp:;sive record brought her A glimpse of the recent Art Club
[Photo by Paul J. Manda)

entering two national speech
contests held in April, according to Dr. David Jordan ,
faculty advisor to the Forensics Union. One is held in Los
Angeles, the other this year
will be held at the University
of Ohio at Athens. Both of
these tournaments bring together the best college speakers in the country to engage in
competitive speaking events.
These tournaments often attract speakers from such
schools as Harvard, Yale,
Northwestern, Princeton, and
other big name universities
and offers Northeastern a
chance to show its students'
talents to an attentive nationwide audience, thus gaining
very favorable publicity for
Northeastern.

Fair that was held on March 5;
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\la11nouncement;\ ,
WORKSHOPS ON RESUME WRITING AND INTERVIEW
SKILLS will be held in the Career Services Office, room B-117,
Thursdays, !vfarch 12 and 25 at one pm.
THE INTERVIEW GAME, a fifty minute video t_a pe will_be
shown Tuesday March 23 at 12:30 pm. in the Career Services
Office, B-117. It will be followed by discuss~on aime? for
self-awareness and improvement of personal interview techmques.
For more information or to sign up, call 351 or come to the
Career Services Office room B-117. APOCALYPSE POETRY CLUB PRESENTS Steve Levine &
John Paul reading original works; Wed., -March 17 at 8:30 pm.
The Creative WRiting Center, 3307 W. Bryn Mawr - free.
The Psychology Department invites you to attend
"HERITAGE" inAlumni Hall in the Commuter Center Student
Union Building 7:30, Monday, March 15, -1976. There is no
charge for this performance.
·
HERITAGE: A creative adaptation of the dreams of dozens of
Senior Citizens recorded at Dream Theater Senior Citizen
-Workshops conducted earlier this year, under partial funding by
the Illinois Arts Council.
HERITAGE is a vivid dramatic collage of the emotionaJ,
physical and visual images and impacts distilled from the dreams
of Works hop participants.
Directed by Jim Shiflett, the cast includes Sharon Ferguson,
Barbara Robin; Bob Eisen, Robert Gorman, David Moore, and
apprentice Andy Borson, with Eric Gustafson as Technical
Director and Thane Gower as writer-in-residence.

PRAIRIE ST ATE VANS presents Spring Cleaning Black Jack
Rally. A 100% finishable gimmick rally. For info call 437-5224
and ask for Mike.
1
A ST. PATRICK'S DANCE, sponsored by the Northeastern,
Illinois Veterans Club and Lambda Sigma Alpha, will be held on
Friday, March 12 at 8:00 p.m. at the Odd Fellow Hall , 4221 West
Irving Park Road. Live entertainment will feature "Colour," a
rock and roll dance band. Advance tickets are available at the
door for $2.50 or may be purchased from an organizational
member prior to the dance.
CHAMBER MUSIC, a one act play by Arthur Kopit, directed
by Diane Rudall, The Off Broadway Theater1 1429 N. Wells St.
Friday, Saturday 8:30 pm.; Sunday 7:30 p.m. thru March.
A.dmission: $3 - Student $2, Info & Reservations - 787-3784.

Dolora Jung accepting the congratulations of Dr. Lester Fisher, director of the Lincoln Park Zoo.
Ms. Jung took third place in the photo contest's black and white division with pictures of a
European Hedgehog.

Print staffer.wins
photo ·honors
Dolora Jung, a student at
Northeastern and a photographer for the PRINT, won
third place honors in a recent
contest sponsored by the
Upper Avenue National Bank
and the Lincoln Park Zoo
which resulted in a beautiful
display of photographs entitled "Our Friends, the Ani•
mals."
There was over 700 entries
in the contest. Of these, 100
semi-finalists were chosen for
the disply. A reception to open
the disply was held Thursday,
March 4, 1976 at the Upper
Avenue National Bank in the

John Hancock Center.
Jung entered the contest
with eight photographs. Four ·
of these were chosen for the
display:. They were titled:
"Boa Constrictor", '_'Savannah
Hawk", "King Vulture" and
"European Hedgehog". Of
these four, her "European
Hedgehog" photo took third
place in the black and white
division. The prize was a clear
crystal paperweight bearing
the image of the buffalo, an
endangered species.
Jung is in her second year at
UNI and is considering a
major in either Biology or

THE SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGE·
MENT will be going on a field trip to the Federal Reserve Band
downtown on Tuesday, March 30 starting at 10:30 a.m. There
will be two trips that day and free transportation will be
provided.' Reservations are now being accepted in the Business
Office.
·
THE CONTEMPORARY ARTS STRING QUARTET will
perform on Monday, March 15, 8:00 p.m., in .room 1-002 of the
Classroom Building. Admission is free.
· GUEST ARTIST SPECIAL: On Thursday, March 18, Emilie
Miller, contalto and Allen Anderson, UNI Music faculty member
on piano, will present a selection of songs by Schubert, Strauss,
Moussorgsky, Barber and Obradors.- The recital will be held in
the Auditorium and being promptly at 8:00 . p.m. Admission is
free.

FOOTBALL WORKOUTS will begin March 15 and run
Monday through Thursday for all students interested in trying
out for the 1976 Varsity squad. Prospects should wear sweats and
gym shoes for indoor workouts and football spikes for the later
outdoor workouts.

PAN

Unique Blend *
of Old and New

On Monday, Wednesday, Friday
from 5- 7 p.m.

THE UNI DANCE ENSEMBLE will hold a special program of
dance on the evenings of March 12 'and 13. General admission
$3.00 FREE to UNI students with ID.
INTERPRETERS THEATRE PRESENTS "BOYS! Raise
Giant Mushrooms in Your Cellar! " a short story by Ray
Bradbury, directed by Roger Mueller. Plan to be with us on
Thursday, March 11 and Friday, March 12 at 8 p.m. in the Little
Theatre. Admission is FREE.

.25· A Glass
On Tuesdays - Girl's Lib Day
from 5-11 p.m. Ladies Only .
All the wine you can drink for

.25 A Glass
Thursday Entertainment -

from 7:30
Featuring
Charcoal Broiled Sandwiches, lngelnook
Wines, Bass Ale, Premium Tuborg Beer
& Black Label on Tap

Open: Mon. thru Thurs. 11-11
Fri.11-12

All of this is ·very well
evidences by the results of the
contest. See for yourself - the
photos will be on display all
through the month of March
at the Upper Avenue National
Bank.

I SPECIALS I
Daily 11-12

*A

All the beer you can drink for
CCAB FILM CHANGES:
Funny Lady Tuesday, March 16, 7:30, 1-002
Dirty Harry & High Plains Drifter Tuesday, March 23; 7:30, .
Auditorium
On the Waterfront Wed., March 24, Noon, Unicorn
My Little Chickadee Wed., March 31, Noon, Unicorn

••
•

for Snacks & Fun

with Sandwich orders

photographs.

_,.•

3407 W. Bryn Mawr, Chicago, Ill. 80659

* SPECIALS *

Earth Science. She joined the
PRINT ii the spring of 1975
where she was taught most of
the basics of photography by
the other photographers on the
staff. She picked up these
' basics very quickly and soon
began to show her natural
talent by beginning to surpass
even her teachers with her

"Pan's Lunch"
Ham & Cheese on Rye wlTrimmings- Choice of Beer,
Soda, Coffee
I

••
••

.•

$1.00

••

••
•••
••

••·
•
•••
••

St. Patrick's Day
~pecial
ALL DAY
With th• Purchase of a Sandwich

All the Beer You can Drink
tor .25 A Glass

/
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Stage Plt;1yers begin
Winter schedule
by Dan'Pearson
This week the Stage Players
launch their Winter program,
"The Different Drummers." A
series of four short plays will
be performed in the Little
Theatre over the next three
weeks in repertory. This
manner of presentation is a
new and exciting approach in
the area of theatre at Northeastern.
"The Different Drummers"
program, itself, falls also under
the heading of new and
exciting approaches to academic theatre at this university.
In the past, concentration has
been placed on mounting one
large scale production each
trimester. These shows tended
toward large casts and were,
for the most part, performed in
the Little Theatre.
The Little Theatre, this
trimester, was not scheduled
to be available for reasons of
renovation . The "Different
Drummers" concept stressed
simplicity in staging and
diversity of subject matter.
The program emphasized short
plays written by American
authors during the present
century. The lack of performing space lead to the adoption
of the easily mounted, short
piece program. However, the
remodeling of the F Wing (of
which the Little Theatre is a
part) will now begin after the
current run and so the area
was available to be used.
The four short plays were
chosen by a committee and
directed by three directors of
varying backgrounds. That
group consists of one faculty
member, one graduate student
and one undergraduate. The
opportunity to direct was open
to all at Northeastern and
depended on two require-

men ts; availability and prior world and American politics.
SING TO ME THROUGH
directing experience.
OPEN
WINDOWS, the work
The series begins W ednesof Arthur Kopit, (who also
day with ARIA DA CAPO, a
play by Edna S t . Vincent wrote Oh DAD, POOR DAD .
. . ) will open the following
Millay. This classic American
The Madhouse in Hell ... A scene from THE SERPENT.
week. This highly comic,
one act was first performed in
satirical memory piece of a
the 1920's and has -been called
once great magician, his
an anti-war play. However,
attendant, and the boy he once
ARIA is not limited to its
fascinated is played by Ralph
pacifist views and is actually a
Navarro, Ron Mace, and Ed
play within a play with
Huerta. The Kopit play was
Pirandello overtones. This play
The Department of Psychoalso directed by David Unby the famous American poet
during the entire run of the
logy presents a special series
umb._
presents a cast which includes
series. Workshops will meet
Tickets for all four plays will of workshop classes de<ilcated
Colleen Carter, Ed Hu·erta,
from 4 to 9:15 PM, with a
be available Monday at the to the Bicentennial. The
Ron Mace, Ralph Navarro, and
dinner break from 6 to 7.
Little Theatre box office. For a series is titled "The Adult
Ron Sivils. The show is
Workshop sections are listed
complete listing of dates and Years: Vulnerabilities and
directed by David Unumb who
below.
plays presented see the at- Strengths," and will consist of
also coordinated the "Different
The Young Adult Years:
tached schedule. The "Dif- eleven workshops, to be taken
Drummers" program.
32-312-43 The Man & WoThe plays will be presented . ferent Drummers" program for course credit. All sections
man in the Bicentennial
came into being out of are listed under Proseminar in
in pairs each night and
-44 Racial & Cultural
necessity. Necessity is the Human Development, 32-312.
following the Millay work will
Perspectives in the BicentenThe program was conceived
mother of invention and that
be a performance of THE
nial
mother is ready to give birth. by Dan· Kuzuhara, coordinator
SERPENT. This powerful play
-45 Special Problems
of the Psychology DepartCome see our baby.
of the late sixties, by Jeanin the Bicentennial
MARCH 18 ARIA DA CAPO ment's special program in
Claude Van I talie, can be hard
The Middle Aault Years:
Adulthood and Aging, and will
- THE SERPENT
to define. It is a ceremony, a
32-312-46 The Man & WoMARCH 19 ARIA DA CAPO be •in session from June 1 to
theatrical event, a celebration
man
June 25. The basic purpose of
- COP-OUT
of the human body and
-41 Racial & Cultural.
MARCH 24 SING TO ME the program is pointed toward
provides the largest cast of the
Perspectives
THROUGH OPEN WIN- a series of efforts around
four plays. The company for
-4 7 Special Problems
listening to, and conceptualizDOWS - COP-OUT
THE SERPENT is Jean
The Later Adult Years:
MARCH 25 ARIA DA CAPO ing the needs of, and affirmaEinikis, Sara Feigenholtz,
32-312-48 The Man & Wotion of, adult persons in their
- -COP-OUT
Cheryl Hamada, Donna Lathman
MARCH 26 SING TO ME early, middle, and later years.
am,. David Margolis, Joann
-81 Racial & Cultural
THROUGH OPEN WIN- As part of the Bicentennial
Montemurro, Kathy O'Don•
Perspectives (Extension)
nell, John Pankow, Dan- PearDOWS - THE SERPENT activities, its purpose is meant
-49 Special Problems
MARCH 30 SING TO ME to utilize that occasion to
son, Ingrid Pohla, and Jack
32-312-51 Dying, Death,
THROUGH OPEN WIN- highlight the University's reRoss. The Van Italie play was
Loss & Hope in the Bicentensponsibility and concern for
directed by Charles Doolittle, a
DOWS - COP-OUT
nial
the vital issues of life among
graduate student with conMARCH 31 COP-OUT 32-312-42 Intergenerational
THE SERPENT
adults coming from a wide
siderable experience in theatre
Relations in the Bicentennial
direction.
APRIL 1 ARIA DA CAPO cross-section of our society.
For further information on
Students are invited to
SING TO ME THROUGH
Eileen Berger and, Tim
the symposium program, conOPEN WINDOWS
participate in two capacities :
Frawley are featured the
tact Da~ Kuzuhara, Ext. 664.
APRIL 2 AIRA DA CAPO· an independent study to be
following night in a variety of
organized before the starting
THE SERPENT
roles in John Guare 1s COPALL EVENING SHOWS BE- date of the symposium, and as
OUT . This black comedy,
G IN
PROMPTLY
AT participants in special projects
directed by undergraduate
EIGHT O'CLOCK
Terry .Kc,zlowski deals with
: ,_,.,. l'OII·
:
insanity, pc,licemen, the un~r-

Adulthood
workshops planned

",.............~.
•• There IS a ••._

i
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COVE

ANNOONCING ALL NEW DISCO SOUNDS!
NO COVER CHARGE
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thoughts

Financial aid part II

by The Dove
Love.
Sometimes ·it's such a fleeting thing,
And when it happens,
you never know what •it will };>ring.
Sometimes it hurts, it pains,
And you say "Never again!"

con/pro

.

by Neil Klotz
for this year, make sure your
tend·ed for at least . half-time
(This is the second of a three office uses the College Scholar· vocational - or undergrad stu·
part series on how to get ship
Service (CSS) or dents ''of e:i1;ceptional financial
financial aid for '76·'77 school American College Testing Pro· need who withpQt the grant
year. Most aid deadlines fall in gram to estimate your need,
would be unable to continue
January and February. )
but not the "income tax "
their education."
system or Basic Grant system.
In many cases, this means
SEOG, BEOG, NDSL, GSL, The last two could cost you you've just - spent your last
CW-S.
several hundred in aid.
dime on tuition and are
After you fill out the heading for the Salvation
There they are, floating
around in the bottom of your Parent's Confidential State· Army soup kitchen. Or your
bowl like noodles that all seem ment (CSS's system) or a family has had unexpected
to spell the same thing: zero similar form , the need analysis expenses that weren't reflected
firm will estimate how much in need analysis.
bucks for next fall .
Grants range between $200
The federal financial aid cup you and your family will be
was never ·overflowing, and as expected to contribute toward and $1500, which your school
we saw last time, boondoogles your education and report that must match with scholarships,
and scandals have been boring amount to your school. Note: loans, grants or employment.
holes in the spoons. Neverthe- the Parent 's Confidential You can' receive up to $4000
less, the five federal financial Statement is not an applica• for a •f our year program (or up
aid programs represented by tion for aid, just an estimate of to $5000 if you have to go an
the above alphabet soup your need_. Fill out a separate extra year).
· 3 . :college Work-Study
account fo~ $1. 7 billion, so form for aid that your
CWS]. To get work-study ,
unless you ~ave a sugarparent, institution will supply.
If you feel the need analysis you have to have "great" (but
you 'd better lean into that
system has given you a bad not ''exceptional' / ) financial
bowl and start fishing.
need and be enrolled as a
1. National Direct Student shake, say so. Despite what
Loan [NDSL]. If you're going your financial aid office tells graduate, undergrad or voca•
to get a loan, this should be you, it is not required by law tional student at least halftime. Your school arranges a
your first · choice. If you 're to follow the need report.
enrolled at least half-time, you Unexpected medical expenses, job with. a non-profit agency
can borrow •up to $2500 for a a sudden death or unemploy• · either on or off campus for up
vocational or two-year under· ment in the family, or other to 40 hours a week. Pay can
grad program, up to $5000 for acts of the economy can all range from minimum wage up
to $3.50 an hour.
your entire undergraduate car- affect your need, but not be
4. Basic Educational Oppor·
eer and up to $10,000 for reflected in the report. To
tunity Grants [BEOG]. Basic
undergrad and graduate work figure out what you'll probably
be asked to contribute, write . Grants are the darlings of the
combined.
current administration's finan~
Repaymen t doesn ' t start for a free copy of CSS 's
until nine months after you Meeting College Costs 1976-77 cial aid package, so much so
that last year $135 million
leave school, and you have ten from the College Board Publiwent unclaimed because no one
years to repay at an unbeat· cation Orders, Box . 2815,
knew about them. An estimat·
able 3% annual interest. If Princeton, NJ 08540.
If your school doesn't have
ed $1. 7 million students were
inflation continues to rise 11 %
eligible for them this year, and
a year, at some time around information about these first
1986 you could probably make three programs, you can get it because of a better PR
your loan payments with from the Office of Education, program, all the funds will
pocket change. In addition, Division of Student Support probably be used. If you do
part of the loan may be and Special Programs, Depart- nothing else, apply for a
canceled if you go into the ment of HEW, 330 Indepen· BEOG ; any free money is
military or certain areas of dence Ave., Washington, DC worth the effort.
20201.
Step one: Procure an "Apteaching.
2. Supplementary Educa·
plication for Determination of
National Direct Loans, as
well as the next two programs, tional Opportunity Grants Basic Grant Eligibility" from
are administered through cam· [SEOG]. You may never hear your school, library, or from
pus financial {lid offices. This about SEOG's unless you go PO Box 84, Washington, DC
means that they are subject to into your aid office in sack· 20044. Fill it out and send it
back to the federal office
the need analysis nightmare cloth after a month of fasting.
described last time. At least Supplemental Grants are •in- stipulated, not your school.

"Only love can break your heart,
Try and be sure right_ from t he start."
If you 're not, do it anyway,
And then you can say . . .
"I've loved, I've found beauty in my soul,
I've loved, I'm whole."
Deadline: March 15. In four to
six weeks, the feds will tell you
whether you're eligible.
Step two: If eligible, submit
the "Student Eligibility Report" to your financial aid
office. It will -figure out how
much you get according to the
stingy Basic Grant need
formula. BEOGs are supposed
to be no more than half the
cost of your education and up
to $1400 a year. Because of
increased student eligibility
and decreased funds from last
year, the average grant for '76
will be about $600 and the
maximum $950.
For the first time, seniors
are eligible, and although few
aid officers seem to know it, so
are part-time students. In
addition, an Office of Education official told me that next
year it won't matter when you
started going to school; in the
past, . only those who enrolled •
after April 1, 1973 were
eligible. One final change: if
you quit a job to go to school,
you can estimate your current
year's income on the BEOG
eligibility form, rather than
how much you earned while
working.
5 . Guaranteed Student
Loans [GSL]. While the National Direct Loans use federal
money, Guaranteed Loans use
private money; that is, you
normally apply to a bank,
credit union or other private
lender. All the federal government does is guarantee the ·
loans, should you turn default·
er.

Need is not a factor in
getting a Guaranteed Loan.
You can borrow up to $2500 a
year, up to $7500 for your total
undergrad or vocational study
and· up to $10,000 including
grad work. Again you have ten
years to pay, but the interest
is 7% . If your family ihakes
less than $15,000 or you can
prove need, the government
will pay . the interest :While
you 're in school.
Aside from paying them off,
the hassle with GSLs is not
proving you need one but
finding someone to give you
one. Unlike financial aid
officers, bankers say " no:• for
a living. And that 7% int:erest
· isn't a real lure when a bank
can make 15-18% on a
consumer loan. Some schools
have special arrangements
with certain banks. If not, try
where you or your parents
bank.
Although it's not generally
known, sch0vls can also be
GSL lenders, and many will in
case . of last resort. They just
need a little prodding.
As with all these federal
programs, perserverance pays
off. Don't take "rules are made
in Washington" for an answer.
Schools have a lot more
financial aid options than they
let on - if you apply early
(like right now). In most cases,
they'll be on your side, since
evenutally it all ends up in
their pocket anyway.
Next time: lesser-known
cash sources.

8

t~1f

33.,500.,000
·u nelaimed
S .e holarships

r--------·1
I
1

H ( • - MilwouliN & Demptter)

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.
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wncft, Dinner & I.at• Snad11

. o PIZZA IN THE PAN
L
D

Coditails
C~r-bNilecl Gulliburgen
•1bt • Chicken • StNkS

A
T .

,\.~~
E
s _880~ MILWAUKlE AVE. R
,..._291-2100
f
2727 W. HOWAID Sl. '"ONI 331-21 . .

Coupon Worth One 12 oz. drink with the
purchase of any sandwich

UNCL~IMED SCHOLARSHIPS

For the best
LSAT,GRE,
GMAT
TES'!' PREPARATION PROFESSIONAL
INSTRUCTION VIA COMPREHENSIVE
ANALYSIS WITH CURRENT MATERIALS.

Call 782-2185

TF.ST-PREP
7 South Dearborn

1127'5 rv:iassachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
□ I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handii r,,,

------:- ----------~----·--- ''i

I PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
I UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
I
:1
I Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
'I

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ ip __

'1

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

i

1

l

'

;,

I

.L---------...---~-------....----..J

I

I
.I
I
I

I
I
I
PLUMPERS I
•Submarine Sandwiches•
_Soups • Chili • Salads
I
ai::.:;:nt!:~;I
Good••'"
I
Don't "Brown Bag".It
Get a White Bag
AT

I

l.--------1
Mareb111976

'
lree elassilieds.
.

.

rack, Z bars, Hi Way bar, tee.
$850.00 Days 544-4451 or After 6
p.m. 344-9459. Ask for Tom
Need help'! Looking for an
apartment or a roommate? Pet
for sale? If you're trying to sell
something or if you are in the
market to buy, or perhaps you
simply want to send a personal
greeting to that special someone, jot it down. Classifieds
are free to all UNI affiliates.
Deadline for submitting material is Tuesday at 12:00 for the
following Friday issue. Late
copy will be held over for the
following issue. Copy should
be typed or clearly printed on
a sheet of 8" by 10" paper.
Classifieds may be deposited
in the envelope on the PRINT
office door. [E-214). All submitted classifieds will remain
confidential.

MUSICIANS! FOR SALE: Fen·
der bottom 2 15" speakers. Exe.
cond. $200.00? ·
P AIA Synthesizer $150.00
Mid-Range-High-Frequency horn
exc·. cond . $60 .00 Call Sue
62/-i-935 I ( If not home. leave
·1umber and I 'll call you backl.
FOR SALE: 1967 VW Bug
Excellent running condition! Rebuilt engine. Good body. $800.00
Diane 283-7355.

Lost Items
LOST RING - Hi School Metro
Class '74 Initials J.V.B. If found
call Jerry 471-2488. No questions
asked. REWARD OFFERED.

Personals
For Sale

LONG LIVE PRESIDENT TOM
LASSER

FOR SALE: Sankyo CME-880
EDITOR:
Movie Camera . Super 8 mm,
In an attempt to help PRINT
excellent condition. 8-1 zoom, • keep its high standard of journalmultiple speeds, other capability.
ism please retire G.A. and allow
New $485.00 yours for $245.
Phineas to R.I.P.
Concerned reader
FOR SALE: COORS Six 12 oz.
T. G. L.:
cans for $6.00 Call Paul 478-1909
I'd like to get to know you
FOR SALE: VW Super Beetle, better. Let's get together someMust sell in order to purchase
timt•. ~oon. What do you say? .
larger auto for employment rea•
An admirer
sons. Rebuilt engine, clutch, front
G.B.:
end, new tires, generator. Has a
You have proven to me that
few dents, but is in excellent
mechanical condition. Asking
some chivalry still exists in this
$1150.00 Contact: John Pee:
chauvinistic world. 'preciate your
326-4706
taking time to listen and care.
You're a sweetie!
FOR SALE: 1969 Chevy Nova 2
Chicken, P. Clips, & Pennies
:ioor vinyle top 8 cylinder.
Recently painted. Black exterior Hey, Tim, it's your tum to take
and interior, air shocks, cherry the cubs. When do you want
them?
bomb muffler. Runs good, ' looks
good. $750 .00 firm offer. Call
,Jimmy 252-7305 after 4 :30 p.m.
I LOVE YOU ROSE! The
Phanto!"::
FOR SALE: HONDA '72 Full size
motor cycle, 4 cycl., 3 speed JIM ROSS :
transmission, 90 c.c., tum signals,
You are making us look bad! No
windshield. Like new. $375 Call one said anything of a racist
Sol 677-5488
nature about you. They said you
were not where you were supposed
FOR SALE: Two G60 x 14 to be at the time you were paid tc
Dunlop GT Qualifier Tires. Only be there. There is nothing racist in
that, Brother.
'iOO miles on them. Raised white
tetters. Brand new. They cost
A concerned Black Veteral!
i65.00 Your cost-$30.00 Call Mark
365-6489.
COMMUTER CENTER:
Rumor has it that the s - t•~
FOR SALE: VW Super Beetle deep in the new building. About
featuring radials, AM/ FM , cas- • time you put in the sewer pipes!
sette, with recent struts brakes,
T.Gat
steering damper alignment and
extras. $1350-offer _Call '<1 ·~ -:•11,, .
SOUTHERN DADDY [C.H.) :
Is it true that you won't pay for
._ FOR SALE: 197 " ::: i,e',1!J Esprit ext.erminators at the Northeastern
AM/ FM Stereo 8 track. All other off campus Day Care Center?
options . Excellent condition.
T. Gat
$4,250 or offer. Call Jim AV3-0657
TO THE COSMIC CREW :
FOR SALE: 1975 Pontiac Trans
Never tum your backs. I am
Am 7800 miles, concourse condi· . watching and waiting.
tion. silver & burgandy (custom
---- - - -------int.eriorl, LOADED: 400 engine,
CAROL OF THE COMPUTER
Monroe suspension, new radials, LAB:
air conditioning, automatic transYour eyes sparkle with the
mission, power brakes, power sentiments of the songs of a
steering, power windows, tilt thousand birds. Your every breath
wheel, quartz lights, AM / FM bears the ; power to gite meaning
stereo cassette, electric rear de- to an em~ittered soul. Your smile
frost.er, Ziebart. $5.200.00 Diane can melt the coldest of hearts; and
544-1847.
y our touch sends the sweet
ecstacy for the ambrosia of the
FOR SALE: 74 Yamaha RD 350 gods rushing . through the very
Exe. cond; mechanic owned. Hyd. sineus of my existence.
Disc front brakes, backrest, lugg.
[BLUSH) A not RO secret admirer

What really happens to the
animals on the third floor of the
Science Building? Is it true they
are being tortured, mishandled,
and being used as the subject of
cruel experiments?
EMIL R.:
" Three legs" is quite unappropriate - It's more like two legs
and a thumb.
To the one with the sparkly eyes :
" You are the sun,
I am the moon ..
You are the words,
I am the tune,
Play me."
When I find the music, I'll sing
the rest for you. , , " .,. ,
·, Love,
Carrie
DEAREST 'S':
· All is fair in :love. Ain't got
nothing but love for you, babe, 8
days a week.
Love eternally,
- - - - - - - - - - - -- - -'M'
Language Dept.:
Unas lineas de agradecimiento
para la D·r a. O'Cherony por todo el
interes que ha venido demostrando
con todo lo relacionado con las
actividades Hispanas en esta
Universidad.
'La obra "Los Soles Truncos" de
Rene Marques ha sido un exito
fantastico. Nos ha proporcionado a
los estudiant.es una oportunidad
excelente de conocer algo mas
acerc-a de los escritores del Caribe.
Debo al mismo tiempo mencionar la labor que tan arduamente
esta misma profesora, ha realizado
en beneficio de los guatemaltecos
damnifi.:ados · por el terremoto.
Muchils gracias tambien a la
Dra. Pedroso por la recaudacion de
fondos para la misma causa
organizada en sus clases.
Profesoras como est.as dos, nos
honran con sus esfuerzos y won
dignas de tener en el Dept. de
Espanol de est.a Universidad.
C.A.
Student
T.B. :
The eight brief years you were
with us, you prought more joy into
our lives than words can describe.
Your death has taken a large part
of our hearts, as well as st.ealing a
loved one from our grasps. Though
your mortal life has ended, you
will live on· in spirit and memory . .
The !aught.er - we shared is but
echos in the hallways; your bright
cheerful face is but an image
etched in our minds. Our love for
you ·will be endless and-in et.emity,
we shall ~gain be reunit.ed •with our
loved ones, and share sweetrolls in
the ever illuminating moonlight of
forever, Rest in peace.
Love,
Guy
GRAMPS:
I 'm wild about you and wish
feelings were mutual. But what
can I do? Remember GOO-someday
we'll have the best.
Love ya!
Grana
TO THE TALL, LIGHT, AND
HANDSOME · STUDENT AIDE
that works for the Faculty Senat.e
on the third floor of the Beehive
Building : There .is a <."!te,
dark-haired girl also on the :iame
floor who would like to mak<! your
acquaintance.
BRIAN :
In t>rder to make your fantasies
t n .11c• rpali ~~-. you will have to stop
puwni,c her feelings before mine.
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Don't forget that I care about you
too. Love and kisses to the right
thief.
The Gum Popper

'CHUCKLES":
Didn't your mother ever teach
you to ask permission to borrow
· personal belongings of others?
, Reminder: It is also proper
' manners, when in a room with
: other people, to ask permission to
•change the radio station; especial. ly since you 're never in the office
· for more than a fleeting moment
:anyway . Some of us spend
·countless hours in the office
" working." The radio was brought
in for their relaxation, not your
rude, selfish enjoyment.

Steve:
A million things! And I can find
page 71; all by myself!
Guess

TO SECRET AGENT BUTTERFLY:
You don 't fool me one bit! I
know your real name!
Code #5450
Hey Tom and Doug:
You both were great Friday
nit.e! Have a good day!
The audience
G.A.:
Please make your next column
your last. I'm tired!
Phineas

DEAR PATTI:
I have just heard of your recent
extractions. Again, it makes me
sad to hear that you are not well,
but I'm sure you were a brave
little soldier. I do believe we have
been conversing for about a year
now. Tell me what would we do
without the PRINT. I love you.
Signed,
The Phantom

DEAR SHADOW:
You can have all the Pattis on
this campus with one exception. I
hope you are hardy enough to
handle it. Good Luck.
Signed,
The Phantom

DEAR WIZ FANS:
Thanks for everything. The
cheers, the enthusia,s m. the work.
We hope you enjoyed our short
lived season. We appreciate your
being there.
"The WIZ Kids"

TO WIZ (Hal. Keith, Joe, Dave,
Mark, Steve K .. _Steve T., Ken and
Jiml and Coach " Fudd":
Thanks for bright.ening up our
past few Thursday afternnons
with your basketball games. It is '
more important that you played
with good sportsmanship and
learned to appreciate the rules of
the game - the way it should be
pfuyed. We'll be out there rooting
for you.
Your devoted fans
I

:----- -ir --------

TO DOC:
l Yeah. swing from it.

c.c.

-r----------.- - - - DEAR RONNIE:
Thanks for deserting me.
Your tnrmer friend

TO ALL THE PHONY PHANTOMS:
Before any of you existed, the
real one roamed the halls of
Northeastern. If you doubt it, ask
the Flamenco stompers; they
know me. On top of which, I don 't
know any Patty-sorry. All you
lat.e-comers may use the name, but
qualify yourselves, i.e. Phantom
11, Phantom #2, etc. (Thank you
Dr. Jordon for the etc. I Don't goof
it up, I've got you all under
observation. You wili be hearing
from me.
The First Phantom
P.S. Keep smiling Littlest Flamenco Stomper; you 're the only one
with a neon smile. We need all the
light we can find in this dark
world.

PHANTOM:
Am feeling much better. Thanks.
Hope you are doing well. How are
all your other Pattis? Who's the
shadow? Couldn't be much compe·
tition.
As always,
Patti

Love.
I will give you more than just
memories. Only you can make it
happen.
The Best

The only cure for loneliness is
change. Don't try to gain attention by emphasizing negative
characteristics . If people are
laughing at you or running away
from you, you must be doing
something wrong. Someday. someone will be watching. Make sure he
sees the right things.
Been t here but got out long ago

Mr. President.
A word to the wise (from
experience I. Don't pull rank unless
absolut.ely necessary. You will get
a lot more accomplished b y
working with friends inst.ead of
"subservients."
Steve McQueen
Senator Szapiro,
Student's rights are fine but
only if the students ARE right.
Me
P.S. Why don't you do something
about those wretched blue walls in
the Men's john by the Auditorium.
What's it all worth?
Nothing. when you consider that
you are but a tiny, insignificant
speck among the multitudes.
90 degree incisors,
Since vou had vour wisdom
teeth re~oved. ha,;e the others
spread apart any?
Steve
McQueen

Please
Patronize
0ur

1
;

·Adyertisers
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sportsl
Sea~on ends; protest filed!
by John Stepal
The 1975-76 UNI win ter
sports season has ended as of
last weekend, as all of our
competitors were eliminated in
various manners. However, all
of our teams have yout h going
for t hem and look to field
s tronger teams n ex t y ear.
Highlights of the year include
Lynn H itchcock's first place
finish in state competition, our
basketball team's first round
win in the District Playoffs,
and the swim team's qualification for nationals in four
events.
The women 's basketball
team travelled to Western
Illinois for the state tournament last weekend, and, after
beating DePaul in the opening
round, was trounced by Illinois
State, the eventual champions.
Because of Friday morning's
victory, the team had to play

again Friday afternoon, which
Colleen F laherty, competed in
meant very little rest between
t he floor exercise event of the
games. However, even though
beginners ' state meet held at
Chicago Circle. The reason for
t h is must be considered a
t his- was the judging, which
rebuilding year, Coach Betty
Guzik looks forward _to next
infuriated Coach Betty Meyer
to such an extent that she filed
year, as slie loses only one
starter.
two protests, both of which
Steve Banach and Rich
were refused. The girls themBriske, Nort heastern's repre- selves actually didn't fare all
sentatives in the NAIA swim
that badly~ but never had
meet held in Minnesota, also
much of a chance with the
found the competition rough, inconsistent scores they reas they could not achieve the ceived.
times required for placement.
In upcoming sports news,
In terms of individual accom- the water polo team travels to
plishments, however, this was Canada this weekend to com•
the Aquamen's finest year , pete in the "B" -division
and Coach Tony Schimpf looks against London, Toronto, Hato next season with champion- milton, and Windsor, the host
ship hopes, if only he can come school. Last year the team was
up with a few more quality 6th in their 18-team conference
_ with a 9-8 record, and it should
swimmers.
It was also a weekend for be interesting to see how they
controversy, as two UNI fare against international
gymnasts, Gloria Lopez and competition.
TUE SEASON IS FINALLY OV€R.

BOYS .. ..

Icemen lose

Await next season
by Larry Brittan
Over the past weekend ,
March 6-7, UNI's Ice Eagles
participated in the opening
rounds of the Illinois Collegiate Hockey League play-offs
to conclude the 1975-76 season.
They bowed to Chicago State
19-5 and to Lewis 8-5.
The painfully lopsided Chicago State game left the
Icemen _ weary from the 69
shots on goal and several
players admitted that they had
been outclassed. The nature of
such a mismatch is c readily
apparent from the score.

Surprisingly though, a game
such as this was taken lightly
and the Icemen went out and
skated hard against Lewis the
next day. The contest was
even for two periods until
Lewis eased ahead to a three
goal advantage. Then frustration must have taken its toll as
a minor infraction by UNI
blew up into a bench clearing

brawl. It ended the Ice Eagles
season abruptly as they were
forced to forfeit the game.
As one looks over these two
games you're inclined to say
that they were unfortunate
occurences. But the level of
competition was stiff and UNI
was the lowest seeded team in
the tournament.
Top teams such as Illinois
State, Loyola, Chicago State,
Lewis, Western Illinois, and
Chicago -Circle, who won the
tournament, were all seeded
ahead of ,the Eagles. All of
these teams defeated UNI
during the regular season.
All in all, UNI did what
they could with the men they
put on the ice over the season,
season.
In the final few weeks of play
some minor injuries and ineligibilities left the squad
short five players. This disturbed team cohesion and
UNI's record dipped into the
red.

•

Pictured above is freshman gymnast Lynn ffltchcock. Not only
has she excelled in the event of vaulting, but she has also
competed in swimming as a diver. She will also be _playing
Softball.

l -t he way
_:ti

by John Stepal
The most active athlete at
Northeastern might very well
be a freshman, and a female at
that. The person I am referring
to is Lynn Hitchcock, who
recently captured the state
vaulting championship. In
addition to being on the
·gymnastics team , she also
competed on the swimming
team as a diver. She holds
down a part-time job, not to
mention a regular load of
classes. And , from my observations, she actually, makes it
appear easy.
Lynn feels she is not a
natural athlete. Yet she never
competed in high school
athletics, Her start in gymnastics began at the Northwest
YWCA, believe it or not, and
her diving debut originated
through the Park Ridge Park
District. The talented freshman_from Maine East doesn't

it•='

-have been obstacles for Lynn
to bypass. For example, she is
the only girl on the swim team,
and was very hesitant at first
about how she ,w ould be
received by her teammates.
Everybody has given her
tremendous support, though,
and partially because of this,
Lynn is satisfied with her
diving performance this year.
It should be mentioned that
this is the fip,t year that Lynn
has dived during both summer
and winter.
Another difficulty Lynn has
had has been t r ying to
maintain a top lev el of
performance in both sport s.
What has helped is that both
gymnastics and diving require
basically the same body movements. There have been many
times, howev~r, that Lynn has
had to miss practice to make a
meet or rush in order to make
both.

